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I. INTRODUCTION

A user oriented, automated uncertainty analysis capability has been built into Ihc
Fuel Rod Analysis Pro;.'i.im (FRAP) code and has been applied iv tin- calculation of the
response of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) fneJ rod undergoing an hypoihesi/ed
kiss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The method of uncertainly analysis is the response surface
method. The automated version significantly reduced the time required to complete the
analysis and, at the same time, greatly increased the problem scope. Results of the analysis
showed a significant difference in the total and relative contributions to the uncertainty of
the response parameters between steady slate and transient conditions.

The objective of the uncertainty analysis of the FRAP* ' computer code is to obtain
estimates oi the uncertainty in the computed output variables of the code as a function of
known uncvrtainiics in input variables. Input \ariablcs include not only fabrication
parameters and operating conditions, but also material property correlations and models.
Output variables include thermal and mechanical responses sampled from the operating
history. The results of the analysis will estimate the tola! uncertainty of each ouput pJus the
relative contribution of each independent variable to that uncertainty. These results will
facilitate the following traditional analyses:

(1) Sensitivity Studies: Most phenomenological models are devel-
oped independently before being incorporated into a complex
computer code. Their actual contributions to the final code
output can best be determined by an uncertainty analysis which
evaluates Ihc relative importance of various models and param-
eters within the code.

(2) Experimental Data Needs: Determination of the relative contri-
bution of various material properties to the total uncerlainty will
provide guidelines for future experimental work. For example, if
it is found that fuel thermal conductivity contributes 807»of the
uncertainty in cladding temperature, but fuel Pokson's ratio
contributes less than 1%, then this would suggest that future
experimental programs be aimed at refining the uncertainty in
th-.Tinal conductivity. Thus, an uncertainty analysis will provide
the means for the selection of cost effective experiments.



II. JWETHOP OF ANALYSIS

The method of unccrtiiinty analysis selected for UM; with the I'UAP code is the
response surface method. Any of the output variables of a computer code may lie termed a
response. Some functional relationship exists between a response and the input variables. In
the space of the input variables, this relationship defines a surface, and, hence, the term
"response surface." When the code is nil her simple, this surface may be determined
analytically ovei the entire range of the input values. More often, as in the case of the I-'RAP
code, the surface may be known only through the code, and the range of inputs am!
problem types is very large. Thus, the complete, true response surface cannot be determined
analytically. The response surface method of uncertainty analysis is based on a systematic
sampling; of the true surface, which is then approximated by a polynomial equation in the
independent (input) variables. In effect, the true surface is approximated by a smooth
surface' •*'.

The analyst should check the validity of the chosen polynomial model by examining
residual plots. Stcpwise generation of a model with rcsidtiai plots is now being developed.
Currently, the full model is used.

The polynomial approximation to the true, response surface may be used to examine
the behavior of the true surface in the region of the sample space without excessive cost. In
particular, the polynomial can be used to study the propagation of errors through the code
and their effect on the uncertainty in computed outputs. Thus, an estimate of response
uncertainty and the relative contributions of input variables to this uncertainty may be
obtained using the response surface method.

111. IMPLEMENTATION

The primary objective, of this work was no? only to assemble an uncertainty analysis
method, but also to incorpoiatc it in the code as an automatic user option. The user is only
required to define a nominal base case, choose the degree of the polynomial approximation,
and select code responses and input variables. Default uncertainty factors for over 50 input
variables are included in the code. These uncertainty factors are preliminary, and in some
cases ure based only on engineeiing estimates rather than data. However, these uncertainty
factors may be easily overbidden at the user's discretion. The code will nutomsficj'iy
establish an experimental design and determine the confounding pattern of the input
variables. Then, the code will perturb the independent variables of the nominal case
according to the experimental design and compute the required cases of the problem.
Finally, estimates of the response equation coefficients will be made and second-order error
propagation techniques will be used to determine the response uncertainties. Thus, a
complete uncertainty analysis will be available to. (he user in a single computer run. This
capability represents a significant departure from the usual necessary practice of making a
large number of individual analyses. Typically, the time required to complete an uncertainty



iin.ilysis of the l-'RAI' in do will be reduced from months to a fev- days. Therefore, Ilie FKAP
uncertainly analysis method provides useful and meaningful results in a fraction of the time
ordinalily required Jo sei up such an analysis by hand.

IV. APPLICATION

An example problem illusfnitin.c l'ie use of (lie FRAP uncertainty analysis mclliod has
been completed. The base ease was ;i nominal PV.'R fuel rod subjected to a 200V*'/ cold leg
break at 100',« power. Thirty-s«*\eii input variables representing almost all material
pioperties and fabrication parameters, and a few operating conditions wire chosen as
independent variables. Seven response1; selected from both thermal and mechanical
parameters were used a* dependent variables.

Tile fuel rod initial condition1- were obtained from a FRAP-S restart tape and the
thermal hydraulic boundary conditions from a RFLAP4 tape. Both tapes were considered as,
deterministic input. Since it is known that the fuel rod response during a tinnsient can be
significantly affected by variations in thermal hydraulic boumiaiy conditions, the results of
this example problem arc conditional. A more icaiistic analysis would have to include
nondcienriinhtic boundary conditions. However, when these are available (either from
analysis or cAperimenl). they can easily be incorporated in the uncertainty analysis structure
as currer.th programmed.

The uncertainly analysis consisted of 40 FRA!'-T4'aJ executions. During each
execution, vdues of the response parameters were recorded at approximately five-second
intervals dining the 2c'-second blow down history. The responses were sampled st the eighth
of fifteen axial nodes, corresponding to the center of the fuel rod. At each time point and
for each of the seven responses, the coefficients of a linear equation in the 37 independent
variables were estimated. These coefficients were then used to estimate the mean and

"variance of each response at each lime point, and were subsequently used to calculate the
fractional contributions to the variance of each input variable. The means and variances of
the response variables are shown in Table 1.

The K-sponses shown in Table 1 correspond to an cnd-of-life PWR LOCA for a
low-power rod. Figures 1 and 2 show nominal calculated cbddiivi surface temperature and
fuel centerline temperature, respectively, with calculated one sJambrd deviations. Cladding
surface ter.ijxintnre, shown in Figure!, drops slowly for the first two seconds due to
lowering rod power and high surface heat transfer. At two seconds, departure from nucleate
boiiini; (UNB) occur-, when coolant flow stagnates and the cladding temperature rises
sharply until five seconds, when the rod lewets, with the onset of a positive mass flux. The
cladding (eniperaiure then returns lo appioximateh the pre-DNB temperature and declines
slowly throughout the rest of the blowdown history. Fuel eenicrline temperature, shown in

i] rRAP-T-i. Version A, LG&G Idaho, inc., Configuration Control Number IKKW-SOIB.
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Figure 2. decreases monotonically over (lie blowdown liistory as the stored energy level
decreases and the radial temperature profile (in the fuel) flattens.

Although llic uneertainty in fuel centerlinc temperature remains essentially constant,
the uncertainly in cladding surface temperature increases during the transient, pointing out
the fact that for any given problem, the uncr-iininlies in vaiiou.s computed outputs can
differ widely from one another.

Ac- seen in Figure 3. the fuel thermal conductivity is the primary factor contributing
to the uncertainly in the fuel cenierline temperature at the start of the transient. As the rod
goes into DNB, the pap opens in response to the heatup of Ihe cladding. As (he gap opens,
the variables influencing the gap size become relatively more important in determining the
uncertainly in the fuel ccnterline temperature. Afler the rod re-wcls (at approximately
six second*) the gap size, changes slowly and the thermal-hydraulic conditions are essentially
constant. Thus, for (his particular problem, rod conditions change slowly alter rewriting
and !)IP n-Jalive contributions fo the iolul variance arc essentially
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A.", seen in Figure 4, the cladding surface temperature unccrl:iinty is almost exclusively
a function of rod power uncertainty at lime zero and during llic first two seconds of the
transient. As soon as DNB occurs and the cladding temperature rises, the variables
influencing the gap size become relatively more significant. As with the fuel ccnterlinc
temperature, an essentially quasi-static situation occurs during (lie hitler part of the
transient and the relative contributions of the variables are nearly constant.

Reducing the uncertainty-in the prescribed rod power would reduce the total
uncertainty in cladding surface temperature during the early part of the transient. However,
since tin- total uncertainty during this period is so small (Table 1), little is to be gained. Later
in the transient, when the uncertainty in the cladding lemperaluie is gieatesl, the latgest
reduction to the Iota! uncertainty of 'he cladding temperature would be achieved by
reducing the uncertainty in the fuel thermal conductivity.
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Results such as these demonstrate how an uncertainty analysis can be used to identify
the significant sources of uncertainly in a compiled response. In addition, such knowledge
provides direction foj both experimental programs and code development efforls.



V. CONCLUSIONS

Ar uncertainty analysis capability using tbc response surface method lias been built
into 11K- H ' AP code. The user-orienled method will significantly leduce the time required to
complelc analysis as well as increase tlie scope of potential analyses. Results of an
application of the method to a PWK fud rod LOC > indicated ihat response uncertainties
and influential variables change rapidly as a function of lime in the accident. Thus, the
nif-ihod will be a valuable tool in identifying and reducing the sources of uncertainty in lij'ht
water reactor fuel rod performance.
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